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T H E DIVERGENCE T H E O R E M AND PERRON INTEGRATION 
WITH EXCEPTIONAL SETS 
WOLFGANG B. JURKAT, Ulm 
(Received April 17, 1990) 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let Aa , 0 ^ cv <C n, denote normalized a-dimensional outer Hausdorff measure in 
R" (n G N), which reduces for integral a to the outer Lebesgue measure on R a C Rn 
(Ao being the counting function) . We often write 
An = £ , An_i = 7i, and Xa(E) = |F | f t for E C R
n . 
It is convenient to speak of a-null sets, a-finitesets, and crft-finite sets if resp. Xa(E) = 
0 or Xa(E) < oo or E is a countable union of a-finite sets. As class A we define the 
collection of all compact sets A C R n , whose boundary dA is (n— l)-finite. Federer [2: 
4.5.6 and 4.5.12] has shown, in particular, the following important facts: For each A G 
A there is a vector function (exterior normal) n^ : dA —> R n , which is /^-measurable 
and has (euclidean) norm | |n^ | | ^ 1. Furthermore, for any vector function v into R n , 
which is Lipschitzian on an open neighborhood of A, the Divergence Theorem 
(i) / v • ñд dҠ = / div v 
дA A 
holds if the integral on the right is interpreted as the Lebesgue integral fA d i v v d £ . 
The main purpose of this paper is to relax the requirements on vfor the t ruth of (1) 
by allowing certain exceptional sets. 
Suppose that A £ A and that the vector function v: A —• Rn is bounded on A. 
Let D — D.- (resp. C — Ca) denote the set of points x G -4, where v is totally 
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difFerentiable (resp. continuous) relative to A. We also introduce tlie set L = L$ of 
points x e A, where v is locally Lipschitzian relative to A, i.e. where 
(L) | | % ) - v(x)|| = 0(1)||2/ - *|| if V "> *, V G -4 
holds (but not necessarily uniformly in x). Clearly D C L C C, and by StepanofVs 
theorem L->D (-i means set difFerence resp. complement) is always an n-null set, cf. 
[2: 3.1.9]. Our additional requirement concerns the exceptional sets, viz. that 
(2) A-iL is cr-^-finite and |A->C|n_i = 0. 
Under these assumptions v is W-measurable on A so that the left side of ( l) exists. 
If we now define div v as usual on A0 C\ D and zero elsewhere we may find that the 
right side of (1) does not exist as an ^-integral. However, we will define in this 
paper a new type of Perron integration such that the right side of (1) does exist with 
this interpretation and yields the correct value, so that the divergence theorem (1) 
becomes true. We formulate this briefly as 
T h e o r e m 1. If A G A and the bounded vector function v: A —* Rn satisfies (2) 
then (1) holds with * indicating a certain Perron type integration. 
This is an improvement over several known results which will be discussed in detail 
in section 1. In particular, it contains the remarkable result of Besivovitch concerning 
a continuous function of a complex variable on an open set, which says: if this func-
tion is locally Lipschitzian there except for points of a Ovfinite set then the function 
is already analytic there provided that the Cauchy-Riemann equations are satisfied 
almost everywhere, cf. Saks [18: p. 197]. We mention this result especially, because 
the ideas of Besicovitch, in abstracted form, will be at the very root of the Perron 
type integration defined in this paper, cf. our Decomposition Theorem (section 4). 
A result, which is very similar to Theorem 1, has been obtained by Pfeifer-Yang [17], 
but there exceptional sets do not include the situation of Besicovitch. 
The proof of theorem 1 will be based on one hand on Federer's result for test 
functions, e.g. vector functions of type C ](IRn) or C^°(IRn) or the like, where the 
index zero refers to the requirement of bounded support. In particular, we shall use 
(1) for constant and linear vector functions. On the other hand we use a general 
result about the integral representation of an additive set function which we will 
describe in the following. Given A G A we denote by A(A) the collection of all sets 
B e A with B C A. If v: A —• Rn is bounded and W-measurable then 
F(B) = F(B,v) = í v-Гlв, (3) )  ,v)  / vnBm 
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is defined for all B G A(A). It is known that this set function F is additive on A(A) 
in the following sense: 
(4) F(B) = F(Bx)+F(B2) for BuB2eA(A), 
provided that B = B\ U B2 with disjoint B\, H£ (
t m s situation will be abbreviated 
by B = Hi l±J Ho; B° denotes the interior). Given a set function F: A(A) —> R and 
a point x G A, we consider the conditions 
where J(#) denotes the diameter of B and the O-constant may depend upon x. The 
set of all x G A satisfying (A) resp. (C) will be denoted by A = Ajr resp. C = CF-
In case tha t F is given by (3) it is clear that Ayr = A and CF _2 Cv (by subtract ing 
from v the constant vector v(x)). 
A set A G A will be called D-regular, g > 0, if 
(e) ^ ) n ^ <?|-4|„ and IcvAU-! <: gd(A)n~1 
holds. The first condition is the typical regularity condition used for differentiation, 
while the second condition ensures that the boundary does not oscillate unnecessarily. 
A very similar condition is used by Pfeffer-Yang [17], and it may be useful in this 
context to remember the inequalities 
\A\n ^ cnd(A)
n, \A\n <C cnd(A)\dA\n-u Mir
1 ^ cn\dA\
n_u 
where cn denotes certain positive absolute constants. We define AQ to be the collec-
tion of all A G A which are ^-regular, and AQ(A) = ^4(A)n^4^. Given a set function 
F: A(A) —• H and a point x E A0 D CF we consider the condition 
(Le) F(B) = 0(\)\B\n if B G AQ(A) with xeB and d(B) -* 0, 
where the O-constant may depend upon x and g. The set of all x G A°DCF satisfying 
the condition (L^) for all g > 0 will be denoted by L = L/r. Finally, given a set 
function F: A(A) —• R and a point x G A0DC> we consider the condition that there 
exists a number / G R such that 
(DQ) F(B) = (f + o( l ) ) | f l |„ if B G AQ(A) with ^ 5 a n d d(B) -+ 0 
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holds for all D > 0. We call F differentiate at x if this condition is satisfied and 
denote by F(x) the unique value f. The set of all x, where F is differentiate, is 
denoted by D = DF. At points x E Ay where F is not differentiable we always set 
F(x) = 0. According to the definitions we have DF C LF C A
0 C\CF. In case that 
F is given by (3) we easily obtain 
(5) LF D A
0 D Ltf, DF D A
0 C\ D€ with F = div v on A
0 C\ D* 
by subtract ing from v(y) the constant term v(x) resp. the linear term v(x) + 
v'(x)(y- x) and using (D), which implies d(B)\dB\n.1 = 0(\)d(B)
n = 0(\)\B\n. 
If we make the assumptions of theorem 1 the additive set function F given by (3) 
has the property that its exceptional sets satisfy 
f |A->F>|n = 0, A-*L is O^^-finite 
( 6 ) I | A - C | n _ , = 0 , A = A, 
because these s ta tements follow from the corresponding statements about the excep-
tional sets for v. 
In section 2 we shall introduce *-integration so that the Fundamental Theorem of 
Calculus holds in the following form. 
T h e o r e m 2. If A £ A and F is an additive set function A(A) —• R satisfying (6), 
then F is *-integrab!e over A and F(A) —*jA F. 
Since values of the integrand on 7i-null sets are irrelevant, theorem 1 follows im-
mediately from theorem 2. We remark that theorem 2 is of a general character and 
not directly related to the divergence theorem. Furthermore, only a small part of 
Federer's results were used to check the assumptions of theorem 2. Nevertheless we 
obtain theorem 1 which is a considerable improvement concerning the divergence 
theorem. 
The proof of theorem 2 will be given in section 3. In section 5 we apply theorem 1 
to a two-dimensional situation and obtain a form of Green's theorem with exceptional 
sets. 
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1. DISCUSSION OF KNOWN RESULTS 
It is natural to ask for minimal assumptions on A and v which imply the Divergence 
Theorem (OA). The conditions for A will be the weakest in some sense if we consider 
(OA) only for test functions. Since the left side of (OA) represents a continuous linear 
functional on vector functions of type C(dA), an equation like (OA) can only hold for 
all test functions if the right side can be extended to such a functional. Maffk [11] 
has completly characterized such sets A and Kartak-Mafik [10] have shown that all 
A G A have this property, which also follows from Federer's results. Since no further 
simple sets are known, which have Mafik's property, we shall be satisfied with the 
class A for the moment. This answers the geometric part of our question. 
Now we turn to the analytic part of our question, which concerns the conditions 
on v and the (related) type of integration to be used. First we consider the case, 
where A is an 7?-diinensional interval (always compact with A0 =£ 0) and v is totally 
differentiable everywhere or at least in a neighborhood of A. Then the left side 
of (OA) clearly exists, while div v may not be £-integrable. Mawhin [12] [13] has 
defined suitable types of Perron integration, so that the integral on the right of 
(OA) exists in his sense and the equation (OA) holds. The same result could have 
been obtained with the Perron integration defined by Bauer [1] in 1915 by means 
of a corresponding Fundamental Theorem of Calculus . All these cases share some 
regularity condition for the intervals used in the definition of the integral, cf. also 
Jurkat-Knizia [7]. Jarnik-Kurzweil-Schwabik [3] introduced another type of Perron 
integration yielding the same result, where the regularity condition is replaced by 
bounds for certain sums (7?-dimensional control conditions). In summary, in our first 
case there are several possible interpretations of *-integration over intervals which 
make (0.1) correct without any further assumptions; moreover, if div v is £-integrable 
they agree with /^-integration. 
Next we discuss more general sets A while we keep the assumption that v be totally 
differentiable everywhere or at least in a neighborhood of A. Here the problem is 
to define a suitable Perron integral over such sets. This important step was first 
made by Jarnik-Kurzweil [4] for sets A with a relatively smooth boundary yielding 
the result that (OA) holds automatically with this interpretation of *-integration. 
Their later papers [5], [6] are based on an interesting combination of parti t ions of 
unity with related /i-dimensioiial control conditions. Another far-reaching appproach 
was made by Pfeffer [16] and Pfeffer-Yang [17] leading in various steps, including a 
transfmite induction, to a Perron type integration for all sets A G A so that (0.1) 
holds automatically also with this interpretation of *-integration. It is not clear 
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yet how Pfeffer-Yang integration is related to Jarnik-Kurzweil integration, but both 
extend /^-integration. 
The final and most interesting step consists of relaxing further the conditions on 
v. For instance, differentiability should be restricted to A0 while continuity may be 
relevant along the boundary. Clearly the boundary plays the role of an exceptional 
set and by dividing A into parts one could permit further exceptional sets even in 
A0. While certain exceptional sets were allowed in Pfeffer [15] and Jarnik-Kurzweil 
[6] the greatest progress in this direction was made by Pfeffer [16] and Pfeffer-Yang 
[17]: They require that A->D is contained in a compact set which itself is a countable 
union of compact sets of finite /^-measure and that A->C is contained in a compact 
set of /^-measure zero (assuming anyway that v be bounded) . These conditions 
are stronger than our condition (0.2), while the relation between the corresponding 
integration processes is not clear yet. The most general exceptional sets have occured 
earlier in the work of Besicovitch, cf. Saks [18: p . 193], and our theorem 2 may be 
viewed as a kind of improvement over theorem 4.4 stated there. 
This discussion was based on a thesis by Nonnenmacher [14]. 
2. P E R R O N INTEGRATION WITH EXCEPTIONAL SETS 
Let A G A be given. A partition n of A consists of finitely many sets Ak G A(A) 
together with points Xk G Ak such that A = l+J Ak (i.e. A = UA* with disjoint A^). 
A gauge 6 = <$(•) is any positive function 6 on A. The partition n is <5-fine if always 




holds. This controls the contribution of those parts of n which are not ^-regular. It 
is an (n — l)-dimensional control condition and sort of related to the ^-dimensional 
control conditions of Jarnik-Kurzweil-Schwabik [3]. Using condition (1) it is possible 
to define Perron integration so that (0.1) holds if iT* is differentiate in a neighborhood 
of A. However, if there are exceptional sets of various kinds we introduce also 
corresponding control conditions. For simplicity we work with three kinds only. Let 
M - (Mi), M' = (N-), M" - (N") be three countable families of exceptional subsets 
in Hn so that all occurring subsets are mutually disjoint and always 
(2) |M,-|„_i < o o , |N / | n = 0, I N / V i = 0 
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is satisfied. In such a case we speak of an exceptional system M, JV, .jV". Let 
A' -= (A' t), A ' = (A{), A" — (A") be three corresponding families of positive numbers 
and consider the following control conditions for n (to be satisfied for all i): 
(3) ]T \dAk\n.x^Kx, J2 \Ak\n^K J2 l^fcln-i^A;.'. 
They control the contribution of those parts of n , which are related to an exceptional 
set in a way tha t depends upon the size of the exceptional set. Note that condition 
(3) for n depends only on the choice of (M, A';JV, A';JV", A" ) . A 6-fine partition 
of A satisfying (1) and (3) will be called admissible and they are characterized by 
the da ta (JVf;JV,JV"; g, a, A; A / , A" , 6). If we increase g, a, A',-, A ' , A1', 6(>) clearly 
more partitions will become admissible (monotonicity). Intuitively speaking we think 
of (g, <r, A) as bounded terms and of (A / , A", 6) as small terms. 
Given a partition II of A £ A and a function / : A —• R we may form the Riemann 
sum 
(4) 5(/,П) = £ /(x Ч . )И k\n-
Def in i t ion. Given A G A and g > 0, a function / : A —* R is called ^-integrable 
over A if there exists an exceptional system JVf, JV, JV" and a number F G R qUFh 
that for each choice of <r, A' and e > 0 there are corresponding A/, A " , 8 with the 
property that 
(5) \S(f,n)-F\^e 
holds for all admissible n . If this is true for all sufficiently large g the function f is 
called *-integrable over A. 
Clearly, the property of being ^-integrable over A depends on A and g only; conse­
quently, the property of being *-integrable over A depends on A only. The collection 
of all functions / : A —• R having these properties will be denoted by PQ(A) resp. 
P+(A). If the exceptional system is specified in advance we speak of D-integrability 
relative (o M, JV, JV". In this connection the following geometric result is essential. 
R i c h n e s s P r o p e r t y ( R ) . For any A E A, any g ^> cn, and any exceptional 
system M, JV, JV" there are corresponding choices <J — a*, K — K* (fixed and 
depending only on g, A, M, JV, JV") such that for any choice of A', A", 6 there will 
exist admissible partitions of A. (Here, cn denotes a positive absolute constant.) 
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T h i s w i l l be shown in section -1. Heeause of ( A ) wo shall always assume o ^> r„ 
in the def in i t ion above. I f we wish vve may also assume rr J> rr* and all A', ^ K~ so 
t h a t condi t ion (5) is never empty. 
Now vve see that D-integrability over A r* Li t i v <̂  to the excerpt ional system M. 
\ ' , \" is equivalent to the Cauchy condi t ion: Vor each rr, A' and f > 0 there are 
corresponding A 7 , A " , 6 such that 
((>) |.^(j, П , ) - -Ч j . Пv)| ÍC r 
holds for all admissible II |, IV. If we introduce upper and lower integrals by means 
of (always assuming o J> rn , rr J> rr", all A',- >. I\J) 
S+(f,Л\M,\r',\'") = sпp in ľ sup,S'(/,Ц) 
(ГT./Ч ) ( - " - ' . Д " - ' S ) П 
( 7 ) 
.s , / 7(/",A;.Vf.A'
/ ,A' / / ) = inf sup mf .s'(/, I I) 
(^'>(A',.A",<M n 
it is i m m e d i a t e that o-inlegrability relative to M. \ ' , \" is equivalent to 
(«) .s'; =.s'+(=/•') G R , 
while ,S'7 <C ,S'+ holds in general. The sufficiency of (0) follows via (<S) and makes 
use of ( I I ) . Let us denote the common value of',S'± by .S't, = SL,(J\ A\ M. \ ' . A ' " ) , i f 
i t exists as a f ini te number. The fol lowing construction wi l l show that this number 
is independent of M, \ ' , \" and may, therefore, be denoted by tJj / . 
(liven Q > U rni(7 two t jccptional systems (M \\ \'\,\"). (.VV; A'.',. \"). (lit n 
is a third exceptional system (M\\',\ ") with the following property: if wt pre­
scribe for these systems rcsp. the data (\ A',, A", ei(-)), ( 2 A
/ , 2 A", ev( •)). (rr. A') 
we can find rtsp. data \K, vN, (A7, A", o(-)), such thai all partitions of A which 
are admissible with respect to (M\ \ \ \"\ Q. rr, K\ A', A" , e"(-)) will also be ad­
missible ivith respect to (M\ \ \[, \{'\ Q, a,\ K\\ \',\ A", d\ (•)) and with inspect to 
(M-2\ \r2, \r-"\ Q, rr,'2K\ -jA'^iA", o\(-)) ; mortorcr the choice of \ K and^K can bt 
based on K alone independently of the ollu r prescribed data. 
T O f ind the new system vve form the family M by u n i t i n g the families M\ and 
M->, i.e. M = M\ UM>2 and s imi lar ly \' = \'{ U \'!, \" = \{'U \,". 
I f the exceptional sets were all disjoint the remaining data would he obvious. 
Suppose t h a t these contro l l ing data are /\', A / , A " , b(-). Now we want to construct 
the new system M, \r', \" in such a way that, the contro l l ing data A', \'. A " . 
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o ( ) imply the situation before except that A' will be replaced by K'(K). In M we 
separate the Mi by subtracting the Mj with j < i. This changes A' in the permitted 
way. In A' ' we subtract , e.g., from N|- all N!t •, but we also introduce the intersections 
N'u fl A",- as new sets with new controls A\ -. Similarly we treat A
r". Now the sets 
in the changed system M, A r / , Af" are disjoint in each group. Next we subtract the 
sets of A'" from those in M. This changes A again in a permitted way. Finally we 
subtract the sets of ,V" or M from those in A ' . Here is it important to notice that , 
Y, \AkU ^ ?n Yl 6(*k)\dAk\n-l ^ &'{j 
TkeN[r\Klj Xkefi'xr\Mj 
can be arranged by bounding S(-) suitably on N{ C\ Mj, since these sets are disjoint. 
After all the sets are separated we have arrived at the desired system M, Af', Af", 
and we know that controls with arbitrary A and suitable A', A", S(-) will imply the 
original controls with A = K'(K) and the prescribed A' , A" , <$(•). • 
Now suppose that / is o-integrable relative to (M\\Af'\,Af") and (M2\A
r
2,Af%) 
with corresponding values Fi and F2. Then the construction implies that / is also 
£-integrabIe relative to M; Af, Af" witli corresponding F — F\ and F = F2, hence 
Fi = F2. This shows that fA f is uniquely determined by f and A for each f G PQ(A). 
In case that / G P*(A) it is easy to see that QfA f is the same number for all g ^ cn. 
This common value will be denoted by *fA f. The same construction also proves: if 
f\ e P*(A) and f2 e P*(A), then f\ + f2e P.(A) and *fA(f\ + / 2) =*fA f\ +*fA / 2 . 
Trivially, if / £ P+(A) and a£R then af G P+(A) and *fA af = a*fA f. 
Next suppose that A, B,C G A and A — B 1+lC. Observe that a partition n i of B 
and a partition n 2 of C together give a partition n of A with bounds o-(A) = cr(I3) + 
rr(C), K(A) = A'(fl) + A ( C ) , A'(A) = A ' ( ^ ) + A / (C) , A"(A) = A"( .S) + A " ( C ) . 
If / G PQ(A) and a possible exceptional system has been selected we determine for 
given (T, A, e corresponding A' , A", S according to the definition of D-integrability. 
If we now consider decompositions Hi of B and 112 of C with bounds ^a, \K, \A'', 
^ A " we obtain decompositions II of A which satisfy (5). Using (I?) it is easy to 
see that the Cauchy conditions for B and C are satisfied so that Fi =efB f and 
F2 —Qfc f exist, and it follows 
(8) 7/=7/+7. 
JA JÐ JC 
'This implies the following result: If f G P*(A) then F(B) = efBf exists for all 
B G -4(^1) and defines an additive set function A(A) —+ R. 
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Finally suppose that A £ A and f: A —> IR is zero except on a set N with | N | n = 0. 
We can decompose N into countably many sets N/ so that / is bounded on each 
N/. Then using Af' = (N/) alone as exceptional system for all g the rliemann sums 
will be small for suitable choices of A ' . This shows: / £ F\(A) and *fA f = 0. As a 
consequence, *-integrability and the value of the integral do not change if we alter 
the integrand on an 7t-null set. 
Further general properties of *-integration will be developped in a later paper, 
in particular, the converse of (9) (additivity) and that *-integration extends C-
integration. 
3. PROOF OF THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 
We know that the integral fBf represents an additive set function. A central 
question is which additive set functions can be represented in this way. Theorem 2, 
i.e. the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, gives a partial answer to this question. 
There are other types of Perron integration for which the answer is completely known, 
cf. Jurkat-Knizia [7], [8]. 
P r o o f of Theorem 2. We assume that F is additive on -4(A) and satisfies 
(0.6). Let L-.D = N', C-.L = M, A-^C = N", so that A is the disjoint union 
D U J V ' U M U i V and 
(1) \N'\n = 0, Af is 0-,^-finite, | N " | n - i = 0 
holds as a consequence of (0.6). We fix g ^ cn arbitrarily and select the exceptional 
system as follows: Because (L^) holds for x £ N; there are positive functions K'() 
and 6 i ( ) on N' such that 
\F(B)\ <: K'(x)\B\n if Be AQ(A), x £ B, d(B) < 6x(x) 
is true. Hence we can decompose N' into countably many ?i-null sets N/ where K'(-) 
is bounded, say by K[ > 0. then we have 
(2) \F(B)\ <: K'{\B\n if Be Ae(A), x £ B, d(B) < ^ ( x ) , x £ N/. 
Next we decompose M into countably many (n— l)-finite sets Mi and remark that 
(C) holds whenever x G Mi. So, if we select any positive numbers £,, e', there is a 
positive function 62() on C D M — UM,- such that 
J |F(fl)| < si\dB\n.i if Be A(A), xeB, d(B) < 62(x), x e Mi 
\ \F(B)\ ^ e'|c?B|n_i if B € .4(.4), x e B, d(B) < 62(x), xeC 
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is t rue . Because (A) holds for x e N" there are positive functions A ' " ( ) and 63(-) 
on N" such that 
\F(B)\ <: K"(x)\dB\n.1 if B e A(A), xeB, d(B) < 63(x) 
is t rue . Hence we can decompose N" into countably many (n — l)-null sets N" where 
K"() is bounded, say by K" > 0. Then we have 
(4) \F(B)\ <: K?\dB\n-X if B e A(A), x e B, d(B) < 63(x), x e N['. 
Since g is fixed also the exceptional system M - (Mi), W - (N / ) , JV" = ( N " ) is 
fixed as well as <$i(), K' — (A',-), 63(-), A " = (A'"), while the choice of 62(-) depends 
on additional numbers £;, e'. Finally, there is a positive function 64() on D such 
that 
(5) \F(B) - F(x)\B\n\ <: e'\B\n if B e Ae(A)t x e B, d(B) < 64(x), xeD 
is true. 
Now we want to show tha t F is D-integrable over A relative to yV(, JV', Af" with 
F = P(-4). Suppose that a, A', and e > 0 are arbitrarily selected, let A' , A" , 6() 
be undetermined for the moment, and consider all admissible partit ions n of A. We 
have, of course, 
(6) F(A) = J2F(A><) 
k 
and break the sum on the right into five pieces according to the following summation 
conditions. 
£ : * * € - V " ; £ : * * e M ; £ : : r * E L , Ak £ AQ; 
1 2 3 
£ : xk e N', Ak e Ae\ £:**<=
 D, Ak e Ae. 
4 5 
This is a complete decomposition and we have accordingly 
(7) IV0 = £ + £ + £ + £ + £-
1 2 3 4 5 
If we assume 6() <: 6{() on N', 6(-) ^ 62(-) on M , 6(-) <C <53() on N", and <$(•) <$ 64(-) 
on D we obtain the following estimates using (4), (3), (3), (2), (5) respectively with 
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If we restrict 6(-) further so that |E(x)|(^(j:) <J e' holds on A, we also obtain 




<:cn ] T IFU^)^^.) KIvUU^ ^ C „ ^ ( T . 
Finally we select £.,-, e', A ' = (AJ), A " = ( A / ) so that the last term in each of the 
six inequalities (8)-(13) is <C e/(). Then <$2(-), 6<\(-) are determined and 6(-) can be 
found as required. Since 
(s(f\ii) = E^*)^ ' ! " 
rkeP 
= E + E • 
we infer from our six inequalities 
:i4) (14) < 
(15) | ,S ' (F,n)-E (A )Ue 
for all admissible If This proves fA F = F(A) for all D ̂  cn as desired. • 
R e m a r k s . The proof above shows very clearly how the given properties of F 
(in terms of exceptional sets) are matched with control conditions for II so that the 
corresponding parts of the Riemann sums behave as desired. And exactly these* 
restricted Riemann sums have been used to define our Perron type integration. Ob-
viously this procedure can be generalized to cover other 'singularities' of F by means 
of corresponding Perron type integrals. Further results in this direction will be de-
velopped in a later paper. 
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4 . T H E D E C O M P O S I T I O N T H E O R E M 
Here we give our abstraction of the ideas of Besicovitch as presented in Saks [18: 
pp . 192 H)r>] which leads to a geometric result not unsimilar to VitalTs covering 
theorem. 
Let I he a fixed cube (compact with 1° ^ 0) in IR" which we decompose into 
2" subcubes of half the size, called the dyadic subcubes of level 1. Repeating this 
process with each of these subcubes we obtain the dyadic subcubes of level 2 etc., 
in general of level // £ No, where h = 0 corresponds to I itself. We denote by Jh 
the collection of all dyadic subcubes of level h or higher. Now suppose that E is a 
subset of I with | F | a < oo, where 0 <C a <C n. According to Lemma 4.1 in Saks the 
following is true. Lor each h and each e > 0 there is a countable family (J2) in Jh 
which satisfies 
(1) ^rf( . / , -)" ^ c„ (|,v|„ + e) 
i 
with an absolute constant c ; l, and which cover's E completely in the following sense: 
For each x £ E there is a level h(x) such that all dyadic subcubes of level h(x), 
which contain x, actually belong to (J;). This result will be strengthened by using 
an arbitrary positive function o(-) on I. We denote by J£ = J£(E) the collection of 
all dyadic subcubes J for which there is an x £ E H Jwith S(x) > J(J). 
L e m m a . Suppose E C I, | F | a < oo (0 ^ a ^ n). Then, for each positive 8(-) on 
I and each £ > 0 there is a countahle family (J/) in J(* which covers E completely 
and satisfies (1). 
P r o o f . Let Gh = Gh(E, 6) he the set of all points x £ / with the property that 
any J £ Jh belongs to J£ if J' £ J. We observe that 
I^Gh = u { J : JGjflJ<jLJ6*} 
is a Borel set and so is Gh. It is immediate that 
G\ / G = U Gh D E(h /) 
holds. Hence, if we form E0 = FnG'o, Eh = E 0 (Gh^Gh-1) for h ^ 1, it follows 
oo oo 
£ = U E " antl |/̂ l« = X)l^la. 
h = 0 /i=0 
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Furthermore, any J G Jh which meets Eh belongs to J£ by our definitions. By 
the result above we have for each h a countable family (Jhj) in Jh which covers Eh 
completely and satisfies 
(2) 52<l(Jhi)aZcn(\Eh\a+^iT). 
i 
If we drop all Jhj which do not meet Eh these statements are still true; moreover, the 
remaining Jhj belong to J£. If we now unite our families we obtain a new countable 
family (J;) which meets the requirements of the lemma. • 
Now we formulate our Decomposition Theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3 . Suppose that the cube I is the disjoint union of countably many 
subsets Em with |K m | c , m < oo (0 ^ c*m ^ n), and that a function S(-) > 0 on I and 
numbers em > 0 have been selected arbitrarily. Then there are finitely many dyadic 
subcubes h and points Xk satisfying I = |+j h, Xk G Ijt, d(lk) < b(xk), and 
(3) Yl W " ^ cn{\^nUm + em) for all m, 
xkeEm 
where cn denotes a positive absolute constant. 
P r o o f . We apply our Lemma to each Em and obtain, thereby, for each 77* a 
countable family (Jmj) in J£(Em) which covers Em completely and satisfies 
(4) X / * U m j ) ° m ^ Cn (\Em\am + em). 
J 
By uniting our families we obtain a new countable family (J,-) of dyadic subcubes 
which completely covers I (in our special sense). Any family with this property 
contains a finite subfamily (h) such that I — l+j I*. This can be seen by contradiction: 
If I cannot be represented in that form, the same is true for asubcube of the first level, 
which contains such a subcube of the second level etc. So there is a nested sequence 
of such subcubes going through all levels which converges to some x G I- But in view 
of the complete covering there is a level h(x) at which all cubes of that level, which 
contain x, are in our family. Hence, when the nested sequence reaches the level h(x) 
our subcube must occur in (J,-) and has a trivial representation contradicting the 
construction . 
We now select a finite subfamily (h) such that I = 1+JIA-- Each h is a Jm; 
with 77i = 77i& and since this Jmj G J% (Em), we many select an Xk G E1Uk n h 
with S(xk) > d(h). Because the sets Em are disjoint we can recover 77?̂ . from the 
condition Xk G Em. Flence all h with Xk G Em must be certain cubes Jmj, and 
condition (3) follows from (4), while the other requirements are already satisfied. 
• 
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In our application we use a covering version of the decomposition theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3' . Let A be a compact set and (Ej) be a countable family of disjoint 
sets with \Ej\a < oo (0 <C o;- <C n). Then, for each function 6(-) > 0 on A and any 
numbers Sj > 0 there are finitely many cubes Jk and points xk satisfying A C \+)Jk, 
J-k G AHJkl d(Jk) < 6(xk) and 
J2 d(J^J ^ Ml^ jk +£,) for allj. 
xkeEj 
P r o o f . Without loss of generality vve may assume Ej C A. Then we select a 
cube / D A and set E = I-> U Ej, \E\n < oo, so that I is the disjoint union of E and 
the Ej. Finally vve define 6(x) on I-iA as the distance from x to A. Now vve apply 
Theorem 3 and keep only those Ik with xk G A. Since the Ik with xk 0 A do not 
meet A the result follows. • 
Our next aim is a proof of the richness property (R). We begin with a remark: 
Suppose that E is an (n — i)-null set and M is an (n — \)-fimte set. Then, for each 
c > 0 there is an open set G D E with \G D M|r,_i <C e. This can be seen as follows. 
According to Saks [18: p. 53] there is a sequence of open sets Gm \ G' D E with 
|6 f / | r i_i = 0. But then \Gm n M\n-i -* \G' n A / | n - i = 0, which implies the result. 
A trivial observation is that all cubes are D-regular, if Q J> cn vvitli a suitable 
absolute constant cn > 0. From now on Q J> cn will be assumed. 
P r o o f of (I t ) . We form (Ej) by uniting (A-/,-), (N /) , (N/ ') and set cv,- = n - \ 
if Ej is Mi or N/', and c\j = n if Ej is N/. The function 6(-) > 0 on A and the 
numbers e3 > 0 (representing £*, e[, e") will be determined later. 
Now we apply theorem 3 ' and set Ak = A D Jk G A(A). Clearly A = \+)Ak} 
xk G Ak, d(Ak) < 6(xk), and for all i 
(5) Yl d ( A 0 n _ 1 *S cn(\Mi\n^+e;) = K[ (choose e\ = 1), 
(6) E < W ^cn(\N;\n+e[) = cnel 
(<) E d(J*)n~l ^ cn(\N!'\n-i+e';) = cne'l. 
Thus vve have obtained a <5-fine partition of A, and vve are now concerned with the 
control conditions (2.1) and (2.3). 
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Since \Ak|„ -S \-h\n -$ c„ r / (J k ) ' \ we can guarantee 
(8) E l'4*l» ^ A < 
rk£N' 
by clioosing £̂  small enough in (6). Next we observe that 
wlncli шipiies 
(9) 
длk = дџknл)ç(дjt)uџľ.nдл], 
IðЛИn-i sSí-„f/(Л j"-' + |Лu П í M | „ _ ! . 
Using the same arguments as in section 2 in connection with joining two excep-
tional systems we might have assumed at the beginning (without, loss of generality) 
that some of the sets Ni together with Mi form exactly <9/l. Furthermore, we may 
require that S(x) is less than the distance from x to the exterior of A for all ./• G A{). 
This implies that Jk C A if xk. G .4°, hence 
] T |cvA , |„_i<; J2 \0Ak\n-i^cn Y, <l(Jk)
n~l + \0A\u-]. 
AkgAe rkedA rkeOA 
Since we may assume that all s" ^ 1/2' we have 
E rf(A.)"-' s; E <w~l + Y, E <W~' 
^/v; + E^ f ; ' ^ lv ' i + 2c„, 
and therefore 
(10) Е 1<5Л;|„_1 SÍ с„(Л' | + 2 c „ ) + | г М | „ _ , = <т*. 
Now the sets Mi are disjoint from 8A for i > 1, so we have for i > 1 
f E I^*I»-I= E î .u-i ^ E c»rf(̂ r_1 
( Ц ) -ЧЄЛЛ 
^ Cn I\,' = I\ * 
and for i = 1 as above 
(12) 
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E |<М„|„_,^c„ E 'Қ-h)"-1+\0Л\„^ 
•гiЄЛЛ _ .-ЄЛ/| 
$c„/v'í+ |ðЛ|„_, = /v . 
For those N" which are disjoint from DA we have 
(13) ] T |cM,U-i = J2 \0Jk\n-i^cn ] T d(Jk)
n-l^A'J 
rkeN't' XkEN'J rkeN't' 
by choosing e" small enough in (7). For the other N/', which are then contained in 
OA, we have 
(14) 
' Y |ð/Ц|n.-i^cт l ^Г dџk)
n-l + \uгnдл\n_ 
xkЄNľ a-fcЄЛ'," 
WІlЄrЄ Ui = Џ Ј ľ-
TkЄN" 
By the remark before the beginning of the proof there exists an open set G\- D N" 
such that \Gi f l ( M | n _ i ^ .7 A " . By restricting S(-) on N/' we can guarantee that 
Ui C G;; and by choosing e" small enough in (7) we are certain that (14) implies 
(15) J2 \dAk\„.i ^A|-
me/v," 
also for these remaining N". Now all conditions of (/?) are satisfied with <r* and K* 
dependent only on A, M, A", ,V". D 
It is obvious that our decomposition theorem can he used to construct partitions 
which satisfy further control conditions which in turn enables us to treat further 
singularities. This will be developped in a later paper. 
5. G R E E N ' S T H E O R E M W I T H E X C E P T I O N A L SETS 
Let 7 be a rectihable simple closed continuous curve in R 2 and G the encircled 
region according to the Jordan curve theorem. We assume that 7 is so oriented that 
G is encircled in the positive sense. Let A be the set G united with all points of 7. 
Then A £ A, A0 = G, and cM consists of the points of 7 . 
For test functions v = ( / , g), e.g. of type Cf(J(R
2), Green's theorem is known in the 
form 
(1: (fày-gdx) = f d\vvdC,divv = fx+gy; 
more than that has been shown, e.g., by Shapiro [19]. Comparing with ( 0 4 ) in 
theorem 1 we see that 




holds for test functions, and since both sides represent continuous linear functionals 
the identity (2) extends to all functions /, g which are bounded and TV-measurable 
on OA. (Parameterize 7 by arc-length s which generates the H-measure along OA in 
the present case, cf. Saks [18: pp. 123-125].) 
Now we can use theorem 1 to generalize (1) as follows using the notation of the 
introduction. 
T h e o r e m 1'. Supj)ose that 7 and A are as described above and that v = (/, g): 
A —• R2 is Ijounded and its exceptional sets satisfy: A-*L is cr\-finite, \A^C\\ — 0. 
Then v is 7{-ineasurable on A, div v is *-integrable over A, and we have the identity 
(3) (fdy-,jdx) = / div (7 J(fd jdx)  J
л 
With somewhat greater effort we can use theorem 1 to deduce a general form of 
Green's theorem, where 7 need not be simple and the winding number with respect 
to 7 occurs on the right side of (3), cf. Jurkat-Nonnenmacher [9]. There are analogues 
of this result in higher dimensions which will be discussed in a later paper. Theorem 
1' contains, as a special case, a form of Cauchy's integral theorem with exceptional 
sets and this contains the result of Besicovitch mentioned in the introduction (via 
Morera's theorem). 
Postscript. After the paper was finished I received the following preprints from 
J. Kurzweil and J. J a m i k : "The PU-Integral: Its definition and some basic proper­
ties", "The PU-Integral and its properties". 
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